Kiwi School is recycling
Reports from our classrooms.

**Room 1:** We put 14 cans into our classroom can recycling bin. The monitors took them out of our bin again. Their job is to take them to the big school recycling can bag. We had nothing in our classroom bin again.

**Room 2.** There are 18 people in our class. Everyone ate all of their lunch today. Not one thing was wasted! 18 lunches to begin with, 18 eaten and nothing left.

**Room 3.** At lunchtime today, all of the 21 people in our class put their food waste in the class compost bucket. Nothing more was added and nothing was taken out. At the end of the day when the monitors emptied our bucket into the school compost heap, our bucket was empty again. Nothing is wasted in our classroom!

**Room 4.** We save food scraps for our class worm farm. Five people put food scraps in the worm bucket today. It was emptied into the worm farm and the five lots of food scraps were gone. The bucket was empty. It’s no wonder the worms are growing!

**Room 5.** We have been growing lettuce seedlings. We had 20 in the seedling tray. We planted them all in the class garden. The tray was empty again, waiting for us to sow our corn.

**Room 6.** The 21 people in our class each got a carton of milk this morning. Then our class were given 5 extra cartons. There were not enough for everyone, so we gave the five extra ones away again to room 7. 21 of us each carefully folded our own milk carton for recycling.

**Room 7.** There was nothing in our paper-recycling bin, but by the end of the day all 24 of us had put something into the bin. In the morning it was empty again. We’re good at recycling used paper.